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chapter ii
Fillmore*a Model Applied to Marathi :

FILLMORE*S CONCEPT OF CASES

Charles Fillmore in his article ,fThe Case

For Case"(1968) argues that case categories are the

basic components of language. He claims that the different
b«-deep cases posited by him may well^universal. As far 

as I Inow, no study of the deep case categories of any 

Indian language has so far been made. In this chapter 

I am going to explore the deep case categories of Marathi 

and examine whether Fillmore's case categories are 

applicable to Marathi.

But, before attempting to locate Fillmore’s case 
categories in Marathi, let us first consider the underlying 
concepts. The initial list of cases proposed by him is 
as follows:

Agentive, Instrumental, Dative, Factitive, Locative, 
Objective, (Pp. 24t25) and later on, he just mentions 
a seventh case category, Benefactive (p.32).

Agentive (A):
itrAccording to Fillmore ^is "the case of the typically 

animate perceived instigator of the action identified by



the verb". In this definition 'typically' means 'generally'. 
He says so,because in the footnote, he argues that his word 
'typically' in the definition of Agentive case is 'the escape 
qualification' because he is aware of Agents like 'nation' 
or 'robot'. 'Nation' really is a 'human institution' but 
in traditional grammar it is labelled as 'inanimate noun'.
If we consider the sentence:

-• nie nation fern :;ht a war.
It is not the 'nation'

that fights a war but 'the people of the nation', ^o it is 
clear that the NP 'nation' is used figuratively and can be 
the Agent with the feature animacy.Consider:

*'-* 'obot, claaaea Ins house.
In this sentence 'robot', 

is grammatically an inanimate noun. It is a 'modern animated 
machine' with the ability to work by itself. In 'robot' 
automotion and working by itself are the features of animacy 
so it can be treated as Agentive case. In this way, Fillmore' 
Agentive is 'of the animate perceived instigator' at the 
deep level.

Consider some more examples:

3. John opened the window.
4. Mary sang a beautiful song.
5* Robert ran fast.

In these sentences John. Mary and Robert are Agentive.



The surface case marker of ^gentive in English is, 
typically, the preposition 'by'. In Marathi certain affixe 
are used for the surface realization of the deep case 
categories. The surface case marker for Agentive is, 
typically, the affix 3 in Marathi.

Instrumental (I): is "the case of the inanimate force or 
object causally involved in the action or state identified 
by the verb".

In this definition, although Fillmore says that 
Instrumental is the case of "the inanimate force or object" 
he suggests in a footnote (p.24) that some animate HP's may 
also occur as Instrumental. He explains it with the help 
of the following example:

6. I rapped him on the head with a snake.f He 

interprets the underlying structure of the NP snake as
the body of the snake and considers it as Instrumental case 
It would appear then that sentences like the following may 
also be considered as parallel to the above one;

7. The ball broke the glass.

8. The child died from loss of blood.

9. Mary impressed them with her intelligence.



For the surface realization of the deep case category 
Instrumental, preposition ’by’ is used if no A, otherwise it 
is ’with1 as stated by Fillmore (p.32). In Marathi, the 
affix ^ is typically used for the surface realization of 
Instrumental case.

Dative (D): is "the case of the animate being affected by 
the state or action identified by the verb”.

Fillmore's deep case category Dative is of "animate 
being" as is the case of Agentive. Observe the following:

13. A thief murdered the shopkeeper.

14. He died.

In these sentences, the shopkeeper and He are cases of Dative 
for both are animate being affected by the state or action 
identified by the verbs murder and die.

15. They gave the prize to Robert.

In this sentence to Robert is Dative. These sentences show 
that the term ’affected’ in the definition of Dative is 
neutral, because it may be either the Sufferer or the 
Beneficiary. In sentence (13) the shopkeeper is sufferer 
whereas Robert in sentence (15) is beneficiary. In sentence 
(14), died is a state by which the animate being He is
affected



But if we consider sentence (15) according to Fillmore's 
revised version (1971), we find that the case lebel for 
'to Robert* is Goal and in certain other examples the Dative 
(of Fillmore, 1968) becomes either Location or Experiencer 
(in Fillmore,1971)*. This shows that Fillmore's concept of 

the case category of Dative has a wide coverage of meaning 
as "animate being affected" in his 1968 model.

In English, the preposition 'to* is, typically, used 
to realize the deep case category Dative on the surface level, 
whereas in Marathi it is realized, typically, by the affix ^

Factitive (F): is "the case of the object or being resulting 
from the action or state identified by the verb, or understooc 
as a part of the meaning of the verb",

Fillmore's case category Factitive includes both 
animate and inanimate objects. It is the case either of an 
inanimate object or animate being resulting from the action 
or state that is identified by the verb. But Fillmore has not 
illustrated this case with examples. However, it would appear, 
from the definition that the following examples illustrate the 
case.

* The following are the major modifications in the
1971 model of Fillmore's.

Fillmore Fillmore(1968) (l97l)
1. They gave a %rize to Mary

*2. Mary has a prize.
3. John saw the ghost.

Dative Goal
Dative Location
Dative Experience!

Dillon(1977, 71)
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16. John built a house.
17. The carpenter made a table
18. She begot a child.

? 19. He became a doctor.

The last sentence Is marked with a question mark because 
although it seems to conform to Fillmore's definition of 
Factitive, it is not clear whether we can consider it as an 
example of Factitive case. While in sentence (16) a house, 
in (17) a table. and in (18) a child are clearly cases of 
Factitive. A house. a table and a child being the results 
of the action identified by the verbs build, make and begot 
respectively, the verb in sentence (l9) is not an "action 
verb" and so the question of 'result of action' does not 
arise at all.

But the latter half of the definition of Factitive, 
that is, "understood as a part of the meaning of the verb" 
is some how unclear. In this whole article The Case for Case 
Fillmore does not provide any example of Factitive case to 
clarify the latter part of the definition. And, yet, it 
seems that Factitive case is that of the object v/hich comes 
into existence after the action identified by the verb in 
the sentence.

In his modified version of 1971, Fillmore has excluded 
Factitive altogether and proposed a broader case, Goal. 
Consider the example (Dillon, 1977).
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20. He made a car out of soap.

In this sentence 'a car* is the case of Factitive according to 

Fillmore's 1968 theory. But in his modified theory (1971) 

it is Goal.

The preposition used for the surface realization of 

the deep case category of Factitive is, typically, Zero (0) 

both in English as well as in Marathi.

Locative (L): is "the case which identifies the location or 

spatial orientation of the state or action identified by the 

verb".

In the concept of Locative, Fillmore seems to include 

both Time and Place. May be he will include sentences like:

21. Mary is in the house.

22. John is going to London.

In sentence (21) in the house is positional, whereas, 

to London in sentence (22) is directional. But according to 

Fillmore, positional and directional Locatives are "variants 

of the same entity, determined by the movement or non-movement 

character of the associated verb".(pp.25-26).

He also states that "verbs expressing meteorological 

conditions have only Locative case", (p.42) as illustrated 

by these sentences:
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23. It is hot in the studio.

But in his modified version (1971) he lebels the directional 
Locative as Goal. For example:

24. They sent a wire to Washington.

In this sentence 'to Washington1 is treated as Goal.
(Dillon, 1977, 71).

The prepositions used for the surface realization of 
Fillmore's Locative are: "either semantically non-empty 
(in which case they are introduced as optional choices from 
the lexicon), or they are selected hy the particular associa
ted noun (on the street; at the corner (= intersection of 
two streets); in the Corner(of a room); on Monday, at noon, 
in the afternoon)" (p.32).

In Marathi the following affixes are used as the 
surface case markers of Locative: cl, qsSl, BT, ?T,

4 (= as ^R^fetc. ).

Objective (0): is "the semantically most neutral case, the 
case of anything representable by a noun whose role in the 
action or state is identified by the semantic interpretation 
of the verb itself; conceivably the concept should be limited 
to verb. The term is not to be confused with the notion of 
direct object, nor with the name of the surface case 

synonymous with accusative".
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The concept of Objective case seems to^rather nebulous. 
This case, as he himself says, is semantically most neutral.

It includes both animate and inanimate objects. In the 

sentence:

25. John opened the door.

'the door' here is Objective. In the sentence it is the 

direct object. But it can also be the subject of the sentence 

according to the rule stated by Fillmore himself in his theory 

(p.33).* "If there is an A? it becomes the subject, otherwise 

if there is an I, it becomes the subject; otherwise the subject 
is the 0'.' So if both A and I are absent in the sentence, 

the 0 becomes the subject as is illustrated in the following 

sentences:

26. The door opened.

27. The potatoes are cooking.

In these, the door and the potatoes play the role of Objective 

case.

The surface case marker for the syntactic representa
tion of the Objective case is typically Zero (0) both in 

English as well as in Marathi.

Benefactive (B): Fillmore (1968) does not define Benefactive. 

He just mentions it and states that to realize this deep case 

category on the surface level, the preposition for is used



in English. And its equivalent in Marathi would be the affix 
. He does not explain the case by giving examples either, 

any-where in his 1968 article "The Case for Case". In his 
later modified theory (1971) Fillmore has dropped Benefactive 
and included it in the case category of Goal. Consider the 
following example given by Dillon (1977, 71)s

28. He washed the floor for Mary.

Here, for Mary, in his (1968) model would be lebelled 
as Benefactive, but the same is lebelled as Goal in his (1971) 
revised model.

According to Fillmore, "The Case notions (described 
above) comprise a set of universal, presumably innate, concepts 
which identify certain types of judgements human beings are 
capable of making about the events that are going on around 
them, judgements about such matters as who did it, who it 
happened to, what got changed"/ and so on. C,9CS» li0

It must be noted that none of the cases can be 
interpreted as matched by the surface structure relations 
subject and object in any particular language.

The Sentence (Surface Phenomenon):
In this theory "The sentence in its basic structure 

consists of a verb and one or more noun phrases, each associates 
with the verb in a particular case relationship".
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"In the basic structure of sentences, we find what 
might be called the 'preposition', a tenseless set of 
relationships involving verbs and noun separated from what 
might be called the modality constituent. *•

The basic rules then are s

1. Sentence —* Modality + Preposition 
i.e. S M + P

2. P -+ V + Cj +...... CV,1

(where C refers to case categories and 
V to verb)

Each case category is then rewritten as K + NP where 
K (for Kasus) may be realized by prepositions, post-positions, 
and case affixes—semantically relevant or not.

The M constituent "includes such modalities on the 
sentence-as-a-whole as negation, tense, mood and aspect."(p.23) 
So the following would presumably be the set of base rules for 
generating simple sentences:

1. The arrays of cases that may occur here are uniquely tied 
with the V in each language. Por,

"The arrays of cases defining the sentence types of a 
language have the effect of imposing a classification of th 
verbs in the language (according to the sentence type into 
which they may be inserted), and it is very likely that many 
aspects of this classification will be universally valid".
(p.21)•
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S -*• M + P

H - Sentence modalitiess |tense + (m) + (aspect) + (Ne 

P V + c1+.....C„

V —'Verb* (such as V, Adj.....)

C -► K + NP

K —¥■ Language specific case marker.

NP —*> Noun Phrase

It will be noticed that these base rules are proposed to be 

universally applicable to all languages and hence terms such as 

"sentence modalities"# "case-markers''etc. are used. It must be 

mentioned that Fillmore has not stated all these explicitly

but ha* given reasons to believe that he implies these
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Now we are ready to examine how far these deep 

case categories are applicable to Marathi, in order to 

do this i am going to use the apparent equivalents in 

Marathi of those verbs which Fillmore himself has used 

and see if his case categories are applicable to Marathi.

The 'verbs* mentioned by him seem to fall into 

three categories. The,se are traditionally recognized 

categories s 1) verbs of action, 2) verbs of perception 

and 3) verbs of incomplete predication. It appears from 

his treatment that these distinctions are irrelevant to 

his theory but, as we shall see later, that there are 

problems.

Verbs of Action s

Some of the 'verbs of action’ used by Fillmore 

are * open, give, cook, break, kill, murder, run.

The apparent equivalent of the verb 'open * in 

Marathi is . Fillmore's frame feature for the

English verb open is + £"•— 0 (I) (A) J7. The illustra

tive sentences cited by him are :

29. John opened the door.

30. The key opened the door.

31 . John opened the door with a key.

. The door opened.32
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The frame feature of open shows that this verb can have 

only 0 as in sentence (32), or it may have all the three 

0, I and A as in sentence (31), or 0 and i as in (3o) or 

A and 0 as in (29) . But if we consider Marathi with 

versions of these sentences the verb, some of

them appear to be unacceptable.

33. 3U5&.

*34. %TT 35JS3.
35. 'TTtrTcS^ 2^TT 333^,

*36. *TTC OT5&.

in sentence (33) TIHTRFI is the Agent and it is the 

subject of the sentence but sentences (34) and (36) seem 

to be incomplete without the Agent, in these sentences 

is the instrument and epTT is the Object, in 

Marathi neither instrument nor Object can be the subject 

of the sentence even if the Agent is absent, in sentences 

(34) and (36) the subject is elipted or implied. So they 

have a covert implication of the Agent. For example, in 

the conversation -

37. zrnr sphrft arcs® ?

The answer may be -

38. wr^ (errr ) ( .)•

So in Marathi at least two NP’s (or cases) are obligatory 

in the surface realization, Agentive and Objective. So 
the case frame for the Marathi verb wsuf differs from
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that for the English verb open.

£---- o (I) a]

The Marathi sentence with the verb yjgft is 
realized as follows from the deep structure presumably as 
in item (l) to surface structure in item 5.

vS

By applying subject fronting rule we get item (2).
3

syntactic level given by Fillmore is as follows ( p. 33) 
Case categories —V K + NP
But in Marathi, the suffixes such as ^ ^ , cl etc.
are used and they come after the NP's. So for the sake
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of convenience I have reversed the order of elements in 

the above rule as follows s

Case categories ---- NP ♦ K.

Fillmore himself has done this while discussing the 

Possessives in English (Diagram loo, p. 99) and rewritten 

the case category as NP ♦ K. It would appear then, that 

the ordering of Elements at the deep structure level is 

non-crucial. By applying the instrument fronting rule 

we get item (3). ^

The order of elements in Marathi sentences differs 

from that in English. English is an SVO type of language 

whereas Marathi is an SOV type. In Marathi the normal 

order of NP's in the various cases is as follows :

1) If A is present that will be the subject 

(the first element).

2) If A and I are present they occur in that 

order.

3) If A, I and o are present they occur in that

order
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4) If A and o are present they occur in that 

order,

5) if D is present that will be the subject.

6) If D and o are present, they occur in that 

order.

According to Fillmore, Agent is typically the subject; 

and his Objective is, generally, the direct object; and 

instrument becomes Adjunct. For realizing the deep cases 

in Marathi we have to adopt some additional rules like : 

‘Instrument fronting*, and ‘Verb shunting'. By the 

•verb shunting' rule we get item (4) .

By the insertion of tense in the verb we get item (5) .

In Marathi the verb is always marked for gender and number 

and there is number and gender concord between subject and



verb if the verb is intransitive. But if the object is 

present in the sentence, the verb in Marathi agrees 

with the object in gender and number. For example -

39 • ffNrre STTcTT.

40. tftBT STTcj.

41. ^ STTcTre.

i>T is an intransitive verb so it is marked for gender 

and number to agree with the subject. On the other hand, 

consider the following sentences -

42. WUlcW ZfTT

43. WTcR

44. etaiq mm mzm,
45. 3T9TT^=f m Tt.

Here, <5MgU^ t MTIM and m4>suT are transitive verbs with 

Object so they are marked for gender and number to agree w'dta 

the Object. But if the sentence is in the present or 

future tense, the verb is marked by the number and gender 

of the subject. Consider ;

46. TO mT iMSctf.

47. WTO OTgcTT,

48. tftcrr 3rr*rr wr#.

49. FTcfr srrsrr OTfoJ.

The verb in Marathi is the apparent

equivalent of the English verb give. The case frame 

for the verb give stated by Fillmore (p.27) is -
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— 0 + D + A So also Marathi has case frame

— 0 + D + A _7« in Marathi also all the three cases, 

A, D and o are obligatory for the verb gfoT Consider the 

following examples :

so. Tmr=r *nw arr#r
51. qT^zrr HTSTR

52. gfqcrre mr
53. xrm&T wft fz&r.

The surface realization of sentence (51) from the deep 

structure would presumably be as shown below from item 

(6) to (10) .
s

By subject fronting rule and by object affix deletion we



By object-fronting rule we get item (8).
5

By verb-shunting rule we get item (9) .

By insertion of tense into the verb we get item (10).
S

10

By morpho-phonemic rule :

54. Trr^rr 1
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The verb is marked for gender and number of the object,* <
N
EFF in this sentence.

The reciprocal verb for give is receive. The 

apparent equivalent of receive in Marathi is which

is reciprocal to efcf. The frame feature for fqj'uf would 

bed£” -----  0 ♦ D J.
55. STIFft^T

56 . ScfUTOT TTlWT^ft fTOt,

57. 3rn^T3i -fer^.

t The Agent is not necessary to mention in these sentences.

The typical Dative case marker 55T is applied to the NP

qcfryr and grn^t.

Tor the verb receive Fillmore has mentioned only
*

sentences (p.6) on the basis of which^can abstract its 

case frame s c- 0 + D _7- But consider the following ;

58. I received a book from Robert.

In this sentence it appears that .Robert may be the case 

L (Locative) as the preposition from indicates the 

Location (and direction). Also look at the following 

Marathi sentences s

59. W "fere.

60. ScftSTST mW STlTtS

4/UfR, vv -v..........
•OiVAJi .



In these sentences ifHi and ? I la 1 appear to be Locative
(?) cases. So it seems that Englfeh verb receive as well as 
Marathi ftfjuf have the frame feature as follows :

♦ £ —0 ♦ D ♦ (L) _7

But if we make the ‘non-normal* choice of the subject 
in English, the verb takes (+ passHEve) feature*

61. The books were given to my brother by John. 
(Fillmore, 1968, 37).

as is shown by Fillmore himself with the help of a tree 
diagram. But if we choose the non-normal subject and apply 
the feature /""+ Passive_7 to the Marathi sentence the 
resultant sentence appears unnatural as it is clear from 
the following sentences -

? 62. m&tr wtwbt
? 63. -ifH^rrsr ^TT^rr hitR ft$>

The above sentences look unnatural because as the gramma
rians of Marathi state such ‘so-called' passivization in

cureMarathi the result of the influence of English on



Marathi language 1

The verb cook in English is a highly generalized 

verb, it is a sort of ’hyponym', (Lyons, 1966). For cook 

there are many subordinate terms like *. fry, grill, bake, 

roast, boil....etc. Lehrer (1974, 30). Whereas in Marathi, 

there are no equivalents of the English verb cook. For the 

various manners of 'cooking' there are different verbs in 

Marathi such as : H HU t f cRSUT, <sd>suT ,"fVe tc. Look 

at these sentences :

64. 3rr<p wrcfr

7 65. WcO *TRel 3TTf ,

66. FtcTT=T TcTT3t

? 67. TcTT^t 3*gc! 3TTfc(,

Sentences (65) and (67) seem to be uncommon in Marathi.

The verb requires an Agent and with some referencial

1. See, Kulkarni, R.M. and patil G.M. r[TT3T SSZrpPTUTTH
3ZjT?WTt ed. Thokal, G.M. (Thokal Prakashan, Pune-2,185)

... cTT^rfa* 5Wr»T ft WCTWtft
»TT5^UI 13 KH £T jHlTfa IT5T 6PBT afT#.

( mfaft jrartr ) srr to . Wri
wmr t$itr rnr^tcft^ 5*&3ft ^hr.

jwt

(Active) Rama Kills Ravan

(Passive) Ravana was
killed by Rama.

mrft
(tto nwrTe nrj^r.

(^dVtKrqT^r trtjt jrrraT
im.
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meaning sentences (6 5) and (67) would appear ^natural with 

Agent elipted. So the verb r may have the same

frame feature + / - 0 + A _7 in wft ch the cases o and A 

are obligatory. Even the other verb daiOi has the same 

frame feature. Consider :

68. 3?f4dT=r 3-3TT ctf&m .

If we choose the 'non-normal* subject A, we get :

? 69. (srr^p) ^trrcfr ^bt.
7 70. ) TcTTjt ^TR^t

7 71. (3rf=*TPP|=0 5-3TT cT^c-HT ^3TT .

But these sentences in Marathi appear unnatural

For the English verb boil, there are different 

equivalent verbs in Marathi like : 3^3^ , 5P3TTT , TYRTJT. 

For example t

72. tmrrT 3^ anr.
73. The water is boiling

74. 3%T SSSct 3TT^cl,

7 75. The eggs are boiling

76 . 4Td f71W\ 3TT|.

7 77. The rifle is boiling.

78. The rice is cooking.

It is doubtful whether sentences (75) and (77) are

acceptable in English. In Marathi we can't say as follows: 

because i£ apnears unacceptable to me as a native speaker:



*79. mutt we&i 3n$.

*8o. wit fVr^ srrtci.
*81. -*TTc! 3*3? arrl.

•for
However, the case frame^both Marathi verbs is the same :

3*srrt
— + £ — o + (a) J

This only means that there are selectional restrictions 

on the NP's associated with V*s in this frame.

But the third verb fVlis non-causative so 

it can't have an Agent as is shown in sentence (76). if 

there is an Agent present in the sentence, the causative 

verb -fVrsrf^UT is used in Marathi. It is derived by 

regular affixation to the non-causative verb;

fTT^TJT - boil

(Vr^fcTUT - to cause to boil.*

So the verb fTTSif^UT has the frame feature + i/~ — 0 + A_J?

* Derivation of causatives by regular affixication is a/» />?* /•
common phenomenons For example:
fw} - f PSf ̂ qcirt -

- grfenrt qTqtft - qtcfW

- SSirt - 66f^
- £|if=flT> 3“PTrfi- zTRfsnft

-
- c5T^ ^nrt -

JTWt - r*rraoT
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By subject-fronting rule we get item ( H > .

n-

By incorporating the tense to the verb we get item ( 12) .

12 ■

The gender of the 0 case is marked on the verb in this 

sentence. But the causative verb fVl'«if«3uI obligatorily 

takes both the A and o«

The deep structure of the sentence with the verb fyrafwf 

is item (ij) and its surface realization is item (10) •

S
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A^ing subject fronting rule *
5

/4-

By verb-stunting rule :
15:

16'

^""The gender of the 0 is marked on the verb 1Vr«rfWT. 

The o 5T3 in Marathi is feminine gender so the verb in 

the past tense feminine gender becomes fVl'<af«ksi . __7

The apparent equivalent verb of break (p.22) in 

Marathi is ijp'iitfT . But in Marathi the verb 1 is
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intransitive whereas English break is both transitive and 

intransitive. So the frame feature for break proposed by 

Fillmore is -

+ £--- o (I) (A) J
86. The window broke.

87. John broke the window.

88. The hammer broke the window.

# 89. John broke the window with a hammer.

The verb break in sentence (86) takes only o, in (87) 

there are two cases, A and o, in (88) I and 0,and in (89) 

all the three cases, A, I and o are present. But in 

Marathi is a verb which takes only objective case,

and if Agent o*t instrument is included, it becomes the 

causative verb Oh 1 gtTT . Consider the following examples s

90. tfTZfr.

91. *TT7T=r
92. ihfgJt.

*93. ,

in sentence (90) is non-causative and it includes

only the 0 5573. in sentence (91) the verb is

causative. And if the verb is causative in Marathi, Agent 

has to be present or implied in the sentence. So sentence 

(93) is unacceptable in isolation in Marathi, instrument 

cannot be the subject of the sentence.
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Fillmore includes the verbs - turn, rotate, move 
and bend - in the same category as the verb open. Also 
the verbs turn, move, rotate and bend have the same frame 
feature s

+ 0 (I) (A) J
Let us examine the apparent Marathi equivalents of these 
verbs.

The verb turn can be rendered by several items in 
Marathi - , ~ftH TU t, ^Uj* , Consider -

94. The car turned.
95. TTTtt

96. He turned the car.
97. <=3rr=r wsf

In both the English sentences (94) and (96) the form of 
the verb turned remains the same? whereas their Marathi 
versions have different verbs, when there is only 0 in the 
sentence, the verb ♦ is used but when there are both
A and 0* the verb has to be in the causative form 3-*fettf't 

which is regularly formed in Marathi by affixation.

In the same way, the verb move, has two different 
items in Marathi. They are - non-causative and
causative fcfOf. Consider :



98. The bus moved.

99. 5*T ^TlScfr.

100. He moved his hand.

101. BUTT $Tn

102. Ramesh moved the table.

103. Th7T^1

In English the verb move is both transitive and intransitive, 

and it is causative as well as non-causative as is clear 

from the above sentences. But in Marathi. fSol and £ 

have different case frames. They are as follows j

5 art f-oj
Softnrt/'— o (i) a J.

Whereas the English verb move has the case frame 

£— o (I) (A) J

in Marathi there is no equivalent verb for English
<x

rotate. It is rendered by^'complex verb' in Marathi 

Adjective + operater.

rotate * fq~nrf- in which is

the Adjective and rqTTuI' is the Operator, it can have 

both causative and non-causative forms as can be seen from 

the following sentences :

104. The earth rotates.

105. qqcfr mz'f&r fqTTcl.

106. The potter rotated the wheel.

107. w 57^^ fT-rrfa^.
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The English verb bend has different apparent

equivalents in Marathi. They are - Both
* """ a*\

of these have the same case frame o __7* And if^agent

is present in the sentence, the causative forms of these 

verbs are used - and - as in the

following .sentences :

108. ct ^TciTTT mefr

109. Hjftf

110. M3 MTT^ji .

111. TVrqizjT^ TTTRThIt

The causative verbs and in the above

sentences has the case frame -

r— o u) a_7

Note : Certain V's in Marathi have the structure Adjective 

♦ Operator. Such verbs are treated in a later section.

Another verb considered by Fillmore is kill with 

the case frame D (1 I A) __7» in this case frame he

makes use of the linking brackets. But the English verb 

kill does not have an equivalent verb in Marathi, it is 

rendered by an Adjective plus Operator, that is, 5TT qTTirt, 

in which 5TT is an Adjective and giTut is an operator. 

The operator HTTUl1 is causative so the whole of V is 

causative which obligatorily takes an Agent. Consider -



5^

112. TTT«PT-2|T2j SIT^n^r 3TT rtt%.

113. 7T33T 3TT qTTc5.

114. Irf^T^i rr^sr 5R mfc*.

At times the adjective 51T in this verb is elipted. But 

if the operator qTTPl alone is used, the sentence becomes 

ambiguous because this Operator HTTtft can stand as an 

individual verb by itself meaning to beat. So while 

considering the equivalent of frill, it is necessary to use 

the Adjective 51T,

The deep structure representation of the sentence

is presumably as in item (/7 ) from which the surface 

structure is finally derived as in item (2/).
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In this sentence, by morpho-phonemic rule in Marathi, the 
following changes in NP*s occur when affixes are added to
them :



TTT^Tff- + *1 T^T-^T5!

+ $ srrqrra
+ ^ =

So the surface realization of the above sentence would be

115. fVW-ilT^ mqTtf c5TT *ITTc5.

N.B. s Fillmore includes the ‘so-called verbs* as well 

and adjectives in the category of his V.

After kill the next action verb Fillmore consider 

is murder which has the frame feature + £ — D(l) A __7- 

Like kill, the verb murder also has no equivalent in 

Marathi. It can be rendered by a Noun + Operator 

construction.

SR 3»TirT 

is an operator.

- in this V ^ is a Noun and 3>Tirt 

Consider the following sentences j

116. IfTT J^qr-qT^T 35-ST^ *R
* * ' *

117. c3?T 31-3^1 SR*
118. tpsT cTVJTT^ c^T qc^RT IR &5T.

The verb is causative and it obligatorily taken an A. The 

deep structure of the above sentence (116) may be 

represented as item (21) ;
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By application of subject-fronting rule get the

structure in item (23) :
^ 23-
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By verb-shunting rule we get item {25) :
2.5'

By incorporation of tense into the verb we derive Hfc 

item (26)
5 at-

By the morpho-phonerric rule in Marathi the following 

changes in the above NP's take place when affixes are 

added to them :

ertf&rtT + ^ = ejT^^TT5!

S3TLlTTt*+ ^ - t^5T

9535 + ^ ^f^

So the above sentence finally would become j



119. sft^trr^ W7 szimr-^T^T m ^ar.

In this example if we make the choice of 'non-normal* 

subject, the sentence in Marathi appears unnatural s

? 120. W oziTqT-TRT TT*s=l \f\ %3T *FST.

Although the passive structure is acceptable in 

English it seems somehow unnatural in Marathi.

The English verb run is an intransitive verb which 

takes an Actor or an Agent, tp.27) . It has the case frame 

f— * J- The same case-frame is applicable to the 

Marathi verb q^cf which is an equivalent of the English 

verb run. Consider the following sentences -

121. SFfa qarrerr.

122. ntbT qiTcfr.

123. at qscft.

124. cT qsaia.

Notice that Marathi intransitive verbs are marked for 

gender and number besides tense which agrees with those 

of the Agent in the sentence.

Another verb involving active Agent mentioned by 

Fillmore is show for which he assigns the frame feature 

+ — 0 + D + A J. Apparently the Marathi equivalent



is which also has the same frame feature

+ £ - o -f D + A Some sentences with this verb j

125. T7ftT=r c^rrer jw

126. ^Ttfrq xftarer vsmz ^wf^.

127. r3TT=}t cTTVUfflg

The sentence (127) would presumably be realized from deep

structure to surface representation in the following way

from item (?7) to {SI),
3 *7-

By application of the subject fronting rule we get 

Item (It)
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By the indirect object-fronting rule s

s

By incorcparation of tense into the verb we aet item (JJ ) .
3

By morpho-phonemic rules in this sentence the NP's which 

have different surface case-marker affixes, undergo change 

as follows s
cT +

«7^ + 55r ,



And the surface realization of the above sentence would 

be :

128 . c4t aT^s’T <3T 'T3 5J .

Verbs of perception s

The verb is causative derived from the

non-causative verb and is the apparent

equivalent of the English verb see a verb of perception. 

Both have the same frame feature.

See £ — 0 ♦ D J
£-----  0 ♦ D ♦ (L) J

129. Sfi^TST cftWGfl ^TT ^<BT.

130.

in these sentences the affix <3T to the subject 

and qtf.R is typically Dative.

The deep structure of the sentence (130) may be 

represented by item from which the surface structure

in item (Jjr) is finally derived. —



5 $%•

3 3-

3^

35".



But sometiroes the verb see and look ar^both 

rendered in Marathi as - or ATflfi The English V's

see and look differ in their case frames but there is no 

such variation in the frames of and qTSirt Again

they are synonymous so the case frame far both would be

the same : St'EjuT, £"----- 0 + A J.
Consider the following sentences s

131. ciT^t-^TrfWT qTTorST .

132. oil*# ^TT^RTT sTfya^r.

133. S3Tcffc5T qTf&5.

134. 5lflpc5.

135. cffUc&.

If the NP realizing the C is neuter gender (grammatical 

gender) the case-marker is 0 but if the o is realized by 

an NP which is either masculine or feminine gender the 

surface case-marker is c5T although ST in Marathi is 

typically a Dative marker.

Both these English verbs see and look as well as 

their apparent equivalents f^HU^, MTgut, are verbs

of perception, and the verb - which has already been

considered - is the causative of . But 31$vl and

ojqut are transitive verbs which require an obligatory

Agent



The apoarent equivalents of the verbs learn and 

teach in Marathi are and fj' The

frame feature for learn proposed by Fillmore ( P.31) is :

+ C- 0 ♦ *
is applicable to fjTfrt. Consider the following 

sentences:

136. aft
137. -JoR fjrrot,

138. «n?T tyvm9

j This frame feature

In these sentences eft, rfNt and are the

Agents, and ^ and ars 0.

The verb fyreirft is non-causative and fyre’faoft
is causative derived by regular affixation to f-mup 

Many such causative verbs in Marathi are derived by 

regular affixation as stated earlier (see footnote on P. w



The frame feature for would be

♦ £----  O + D + A J.

139. clt TTfBT fmfSclT.

140. STSfl TTT$T=&.

The deep structure of the above sentence (139) may be 

represented by the following item [30 and its surface 

realization in item &h.



By subject-affix deletion rule. 
S

1

c* pres. fVl+f^W? 'iflla TT| 37

By indirect-object fronting rule :
S

38-

35-

By verb shunting rule we get s
S

4-o *

1. Subject affix deletion rule is blocked in Marathi just 
in case the M contains the element ‘past* or 
'perfective'.
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By incorporation of tense into the verb
$

NP 3 NP V

NP K

c*T TT^ 3T irfOlci fVl+ffldt

In Marathi there is only one -veasl* equivalent verb 

for hear and listen. The case frames for hear and 

listen proposed by Fillmore (p.31 ) are as follows :

hear /”— 0 + D 7
mm mmr

listen — 0 + A _/

But the frame feature for Marathi would presumably

be s

O

Note s Such flower bracket as is used in the above frame 

feature is not envisaged by Fillmore. But here it seems 

necessary to suggest that o and either a or D would be the 

participants. For example consider the following 

sentences s

141. itfST CdT^ilR ^c5T.

142. htstut



In sentence (141) has the case frame r- 0 + D J
whereas in (142) it is 0 ♦ A J. But in the following

sentence :

143. 3?7*$'TiSr aiT^SI aT0T.

is a verb which is of the type participle + 

Operator ^ is the participle and is the Operator.

This verb 'takes' the Dative SIT^Ttfr and 3)T3T3 is 
Objective.*

In Marathi there are several V's of the same form 
2

Participle ♦ Operator.

1. It is not at all clear whether the Operator
alone should be considered as V or ^a; + as a

------
complex verb.

2. At first sight it may appear that these structures are
not different than particple ♦ Auxiliary constructions - 
a common phenomenon in language. However# a closer 
look should convience us that the 'Operators' here are 
not auxiliaries - ... etc. are in
fact full V's in their own right. CF

w=, Shrt - ? WR aratf
* H

If it is true that is a typical auxiliary in
Marathi, it is arguable that the constructions such 
as the above mentioned are not Participle + Aux. 
constructions.
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XtWf

^ QT$ut 

^ST-I JTWt

^7(pi n^ut%
fc^^r WTM3T mTfU^*»

Certain other V's in Marathi have the structure ; 

Noun + Operator. For example, the verb of perception 

think in English. The apparent equivalent of this in 

Marathi is f^IIJSTSt In this, is the Noun and

is Operator.1 Consider the following sentences :

144. cj} «q fWT^Tcrt.

145. ftRTT .

146. 7*IT*r 3T TOTT &?T.

147. ?3I7^ o^T^T qfqcflW f^TT^ST.

The other verb of perception which Fillmore 

considers is expect for which he proposes the frame feature

♦ C- s. d3

In Marathi the apparent equivalent of expect, is a structure 

ei ther Noun + Operator or Adjective + Operator,.

1. The motivation for this description of V's in Marathi 
comes from the work on Basic English. See, for example 
Catford (195© )

Adjust

devote

stare

gaze

dispose

discard/dispose 

dictate
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awt -in Which yfrfTT is a Noun and 

is its Operator, whereas in

a^TTFTcl oifluT - is an Adjective and ojWrt
is its Operator.* Both these verbs have the same 
frame feature equivalent to that of expect + [*— S + D

148 TrftnsiST atfrsTT flat at fis,
149 at | ThTatfT aftirra $tci.

The representation of the sentence (148) from 

deep structure to surface structure would presumably be 

as follows t
S 4.x-

WVT3 3T past 3W5TT SPTft #t" at f^55

1. At the moment it is not clear to me whether such
constructions are independent V's in their own right 
or the N/Ad j . belong to one categories*.
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Incorporating the tense into the verb :
s 44.

By *non-normal* choice of the ’subject' we get the following 

sentence in item $5) .

a? amt tftnre ar a^frr pat.

Note : in Noun + Operator or Adjective + Operator type of 

V’s the tense is marked on the operator, and the Noun and 

Adjective in 0 remain unchanged.

Consider the following sentences with the choice 

of Adi. 4- Operator type of verb in Marathi for expect, 

that is, 3flf<rra ap). _

ttara ar sftfVra $ta wt at
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with the choice of the ‘non-normal' subject, we get the 

following structure of the above sentence i

crt m -nTtnre mfw

The apparent equivalent of the English verb like 

is in Marathi which agrees with Fillmore's frame

feature for like ; + Consider the

following sentences s

150. gaTRT 3TT2i3c1.

151.

152. -JcTTSI SlTsfe.

153. fckTT aT^Ta.

in these sentences the affix 3T or which is typically 

the Dative case - marker, is used. For singular NP's the 

affix i*T and for plural NP's the affix is used if 

the case is Dative. Affixes showing plurality are used to 

express respect for entities referred to by the NP's. Here 

for example, is q. Actually q. is a Proper

Noun and is singular, yet the affix qT is used which in 

Marathi is honorific plural.
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The verb say also is a so-called 'verb of 

perception' or as Halliday calls it 'mental process' verb. 

Halliday (1971) The case frame for this verb proposed by 

Fillmore (p. ) is t S + a] Its apparent

equivalent in Marathi is which also has the case

frame i S + A~] . Consider the following examples :

154. sfr wffo TTT3T3T *T3T.

155. at J^ITTat oUT^I

The deep structure representation of the sentence

(155) may be item {4-9) from which the surface structure

item (S“0) is finally derived.
S 4-?-

By subject fronting rule we get item
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By subject affix deletion :

By the choice of * non-normal * subject in the above 
sentence we get the following structure ;

Verbs of Incomplete Predication s

The "verbs of incomplete predication"'*' considered 

by Fillmore are - hot, true, interesting, windy etc.
Note that these are not at all 'verbs’ in the traditional 
sense. But these V* s (Fillmore's) require be insertion. 
Hence they are considered under Verbs of incomplete 
predication.

1. The term "Verbs of incomplete Predication" is not used 
by Fillmore, nor is the term "verbs of perception" and 
"verbs of action". These terms have been employed here 
for the sake of convenience of the study.
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The V*s hot and cold in Fillmore have the frame 

feature + E- 3 (p. 42- ) . observe these sentences 

cited by him *

156. Chicago is windy.

157. It is windy in Chicago.

158. The studio is hot.

159. It is hot in the studio.

in both these ways, the sentences can be represented, in 

sentences (157) and (159) for deriving ’It'-type of surface 

structure, he uses subject 'copying' rule. He himself

states s 

u
....Sometimes subjects are created not by moving 

one of the case elements into the 'subject* position, but 

by (copying* a particular element into that position. This 

seems to be the consequence of the positional treatment of 

subjects in English and to be related to the use of purely 

formal subjects.*(p. 4J ) .

Fillmore himself describes the deep structure of 

sentence (159) as shown in item (5"**) and its surface 

realization as in item C*4).

K

pres riot in the studio
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By subject copying we get item (S3).
S

By replacing the first copy by its proform (in this 

context, 'it') the result is item (5f)

S3.

5k'

In Marathi the apparent equivalents on the V's hot and 

cold are 5EUT and fcjg These are adjectives treated 

as V* s by Fillmore. The Marathi V's S15UT and also

lJ as it is for

English hot and cold. Consider -

160. RTTrqT 3T5TJT oJT|.

161. .

have the same frame feature (T
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The 'so-called* subject of the verb be is it in English 

derived by subject-copying but this type of sentence 

structure is not found in Marathi. Naturally, therefore, 

the 'subject-copying* rule is not applicable to Marathi.

Of course, just as the adjectives treated as V*s 

require insertion of be in English, its equivalent in 

Marathi (that is, ) also requires insertion of

in the sentence. The deep structure representation of the 

sentence (161) and its surface realization in item (53*) may 

be depicted as follows i

M P

V L

pres. iis fvmr

By subject-fronting and subject preposition deletion we

pres
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By insertion of 3W0T
5

Li M

1m&r 3?t|

By verb-shunting rule we get item (5f)
s'?.

fsmr «4 3nrf.
However, it is possible to render the sentence :* it is 

cold in Nagpur-by the Marathi -IT^^TRe^l ^oT dlTo.

But then in this sentence the V is be and is

an NP with its own case relationship in the array of 

V + HP's. However, it is not clear to what case category 

the NP would be assigned in this model (1968) .

It seems to be an existential clause which as 

Fillmore himself has admitted remains unexplored in this 

theory (p.84) .

About ’subject copying' Fillmore further says :

“Under certain conditions, a first copy L may be 

replaced by an explative 'there'. The case frame 

E— °+ 3 may be filled by a blank verb (that is, zero)

57-



....For verbles sentences of the type Jo ♦
'normal' subject choice is 0.”(p.44) .

Consider the following sentences evaluated by Fillmore -

162. Many toys are in the box.

163. There are many tyos in the box.

In sentence (163) 'There* is derived by 'subject copying' 

in the same way as 'it* is. but the 'there' type structure 

is not found in Marathi. The apparent equivalent of the 

above sentence would be :

16 4. teTRbiH gcssFgs fiaint m%cl.

^rtci J

As 'it' and 'there' type sentences do not exist in Marathi 

the 'subject copying' rule would not be applicable to the 

sentences requiring ygrrl' insertion.

The other V of incomplete predication treated by 

Fillmore is true. In Marathi its apparent equivalent is 

The case frame for the V true is given as C— s3

which seems to be applicable to the Marathi V also

consider the following examples s

165. t wt grrf Jf qtqTgT arr^dib.

The deep structure presentation of this sentence would be 

as in item {53) and its surface structure in item {€!) is

LJ the

derived as follows :
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5 &

Here is the complementizer provided by the embedded

sentence - ' sffrttST cKT=l 5JT33315 % For the verb ^ 

the subject copying rule is applicable in Marathi as 

follows : £c
s

0 M P

S

^fhqrr^r amrora pres. ^ #r tffcffiST 3^t=t

By first copy proreplacement we get item Cl .

S Cl



According to the rules of order of elements in Marathi
sentence structure the insertion of 3Wut comes after 
the V So by apolying verb fronting rules we get
item (6^0 .

C 62-•

By insertion of we get item (63) *3.

In Marathi we can even drop the 
a structure in item ( <f).

insertion and use

6*
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But the V also can have the case frame (%— oj

Consider the following examples t

166. ft stcwT 3rr|.
167. ft mf 3rr|.

168. | 20TR Wt oTT|.

The deep structure of the above sentence (166) as in item 

:&) and its surface structure in item (M ) is derived as 

follows I
S (,5.
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By the subject fronting s

s

By the rule of verb shunting :

By incorporating tense into iht ve*b :
6J.

This means that the frame feature for ^ is + E«J
in Marathi as against ♦ £ —- SJ in English for true. The 

[*-— cfj frame in English can accomodate certain synonym

of true such as reliable, honest (?) etc.



The Category of V in Marathi.

Fillmore has treated the traditional ’verb’ as 
well as the adjjective as his category V, So Fillmore’s 
V rewrite may be as follows:

V Verb
< ►

Adjective
But from Marathi examples so far observed, it aooears that 
the V in Marathi-is made up of several structures so 
Marathi V rewrite may be as follows:

<
Verb
Adj + (
Adj + Oprt

N + Oprt
Part + Oprt

>:

Adj = Adjective 
N = N oun 
Oprt = Operater 
Part = Participle

The following are some examples of the different 
structures of the V in Marathi :

Adj + Oprt Type
3&f?Tcl expect

sad
prepare



St

N*

.. . .. N,

5TUT

■qixi

f^TTT ^Ttr} 

Wfe ftRTO^ 

f^- ^rcrt 

WR ommft 

• %fta ^nrt 

&t ^rart 
3Tfrc *rv^ 

wpz eTw^ 

m*r *nrf 

f-TTm fM 

^TST fTD^
S»

, , %
4fcf>d ^5TXF|

N#

The N + Oprt. type :

JUTFi WWt 

^c*5T WTxft 

3WT07 aFTct
*b

SR

3>vft

f^TS hvft

fs^rr
=PT(3R{t ^TET^

iTKSTS
msre mtr^

decorate 

suit 

silence 

create 

rotate 

pr ove

rally

broaden

declare

decrease

despair

please.

help

try

attack

imitate

murder

destroy

believe

think

worry

mourn

study

rain
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3TTFT tTHSlTT - 

1wr ^TTTT1 - 
arr^TT $xrt 
•foifr wrw? - 

^nsf Hrnri - 

3^t mvft - 
<& htt-ztt *rrnrt-

TTTTxn> - 
sra^trt

3>tuT 

srrz trr^trf
C . , *NW9T * (UI

fro srsur 
mint mwr - 
ga ^TStrt 
myrg rraroi -
ygy d^ut — 

V=TT=T ^Ttrt - 
remTo^m hn - 

msxrt -

The Part + Oprt type
^35^T qtrt - 

srr^ -

Tt^jpi aqxrf 

FTT^f ^rrsiTT _

spt^=t rrwf _
.*> .... » NTc3^>H 5>4T^1 -M1 *(ul“

obey

request

shape

embrace

kick

Jump

soar

slap

shift

sign

wait

touch

water

spin

step

kneel

bathe

breathe

punch

adjust

devote

stare

discover

remove

dictate
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3TDTT - hear 
^ 3Wtrf - want

As regards 'Verb', proper and 'Adjective * with 'be' 
insertion there is complete agreement with Fillmore's 
description of the English V, However, the other three 
structures can present problems. The Participle + Operator 
Structure is unique as distinguished from the Verb proper 
which may take an Auxiliary contributed by the Modality 
constituent. It is still possible to treat this structure 
as an elaboration of the V in Marathi. This may not be 
unique to Marathi as in certain other languages the

l

'Complex Verb * consists of more than one verbal element. 
As, for example, in English ' go shopping '

In the case of the other two structures Adjective + 
Operator and Noun + Operator the issue seems to be much 
more complicated. For the purposes of this thesis I have 
considered these two also as elaborations of the V taking 
heart from Bentham, Catford (1950). But I am aware that in 
^illmore's theory both N and Adj can be realizations of 
case categories. So, it may well be that what I have called 
Operator that is, structures such as jjsfaT >
qgtr} , , etc. V's proper and the problem
of assignine case categories to the N's and V's remains 
to be solved. At present I cannot see any way of doing this.



And, therefore, I have to leave it out as somethin:? that 
lies outside the scope of this thesis.



THE POSSESSIVE IN MARATHI

According to Fillmore (p.49) "Subjectivalization where 
it occurs results in a neutralization of underlying case in a 
single fora, usually called the ’nominative’, Objectivaliza- 
tion, where it occurs neutralizes case distinctions to a single 
form which, where if is distinct from the form assigned to 
subjects, is traditionally formed 'accusative.' A third process 
which has the effect of effacing deep-structure case distin
ctions is the formation of nominals from sentences. The case 
modifications under nominalization transformations usually 
involve what is called the 'genitive'."

f'hen the source of a sentence is within an HP itself, 
he proposes the following rule:

NP N (S)

This rule is applicable to the traditionally so-called 
'genitive' case. This 'genitive is the Possessive case which 
Fillmore has treated as, typically, Dative. He derives such 
Danive indicating possession in the following way from deep 
structure with an empty V to surface structure (pp.49-50).
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By re-attaching the D to the dominating HP:

NP *ih

A Dative subjoined to an NP has its case-marker modified 
as follows:

John books



Thus, the true possessive construction results either from 

an embedded S into it or with the case-marker - ’3 in 

English. In Marathi also we can render the ’genitive* as 

Fillmore has done in English. The typical ’genitive* or 
’possessive’ case-marker in Marathi is ^ and it varies 

according to the gender and number. It may be derived as 

follows by adopting the NP rev/rite rule given by Fillmore:

NP -> N (S).

The typical D case marker in Marathi is or 5__ • ^’be

deep structure of the Native of possession and its surface 

realization may be derived as follows from item (7*?) to W.

By re-attaching the D to the dominating NP we get item

HP

X>

74-*

TFTT
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Adding the modified possessive case marker to
a subjoined D Case, we get item

HP

the IIP with

rTHT

The 'genitive’ case marker in Marathi varies according to 
gender and number as follows:

Singular Plural
Masculine m X
Feminine o^nr
Neuter $

In the above example of oossessive is a feminine
singular NP, so the possessor Ti«t carries the affix It

ALIENABLE AND INALIENABLE POSSESSION

Fillmore has divided the possessive into two categories
(p.6S):

A. Inalienable possession.
3. Alienable possession.
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Ir. the Inalienable possession he has included body parts and 

Kinsmen in English. This seems to be true of Marathi too.

As he says - ’’Significant syntatic relationships exist 

between the Dative and the genitive cases in all of the 

Indo-European Languages". (p.6l). This seems to be true 

of Marathi as well:

Consider the following examples of the Alienable 

and Inalienable possession in Marathi.

I

II

172.

173.

174.

175.

176.

177.

178.

179.

180. 

181.

Trfm3sgr anira.

tfteTOT *TT3T OTf. - 

tftcTr^r m&r srrfci. - 

SlfTUT arrt. - 
3rm^r aigtrrT 3rr£cL -

3fT%cT- 7 

mosm qpE# <srr&.J 
to arris. ) _ 

Tfterzm 3rr|s. J
Terra 3ru j,yT4idT arr^

’Genitive* NP's
*\ N r»

TOTT^ Tin 

TftcTRTT W&T 
rftcTR HTFT 

3mt^t sfTrr

’Genitive1 HP's

SRmt pe#

N ,________ rs V»
. - HTTcTR 3nTl?TT^

Notice that the Inalienable possessives in the above 

group from sentence (172) to (176) are indicated by the 

Dative affix whereas in the latter group from sentence

(177).to (180) the Alienable possessives are indicated by 

Locative case-markers like ^oi, <3 t etc.
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The overt structure in Marathi of alienable possession 
is realized by Locative and not bejNative. So we may conclude

j

that in Marathi there is Dative of possession indicating 
inalienable possession and Locative of possession indicating 
alienable possession as far as surface, phenomena are concerned.

Possession is labelled as Location by Fillmore himself 
in his modified version of 1971. This modified case of 
Location (Fillmore 1971) includes in it both Locative and 
Dative. The example provided in Dillon (1977) is as follows:

182. Mary has the prize.

In this sentence Mary is labelled as the Dative by Fillmore 
in his first model (1968) but the same is lebelled as Location 
in his later modified version (1971). So ultimately Dative 
case may have to be treated as the case of Location. In
Marathi the overt case marker or 5__ is typically
a Dative marker. But this affix 3T or 5__ also is used
to indicate the Locative. Consider the following examples:

183. oZTTm 1=nn5T 3rT%c!.

184. rJm T& gjsnr arrf.
In English these sentences would be rendered as follows:

185. Seema has two brothers.
186. She has a son.
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The Possessive indicator 1 have1 does not exist in Marathi.

No equivalent for have is found in Marathi. Instead of have 

there is be ( ) insertion and the two possessives -

inalienable and alienable - are typically realized by the 

surface case markers of Dative and Locative, respectively, 

gf and STO, 0 etc. Consider the following HP

of alienable possession: which would have
the deep structure in item (7&) and its surface structure in 

item (70 ) derived as follows:
74-

■# ■ <.m pres 0

By re-attaching the L to

^ 0 OT

the deminating NP we get item (77).

77-

sfrsT m
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Adding the modified possessive case marker to NP of L
case we get item (77).

NP

*rn=5T 3 m

n?

IAKR. r«v?'w',M!BR»r



Typology of Marathi according to Fillmore's model of
Language Typology.

The criteria for typological classification is the 
surface case forms of NP's. Ignoring all other cases except 
A and 0, Fillmore takes in to consideration the following 
three types of sentences ( P.53)i

1. V + A intransitive sentences with active 'subject'
2. V + 0 + A transitive sentences with agents.
3. V + 0 intransitive sentences with inactive

'subjects’.

V element is constant in these formulas, bo Fillmore 
represents these three sentence types by presenting the case 
frames in three lines, as follows:

A

0 A

0

To evaluate in which typological category Marathi fits 
itself, We will consider some sentences of the above three 
types:

A - type : intransitive sentences with active 'Subject'.

187. 8T qScIT

188. at *rra Surface case-marker

189. a mm
of A is 0 C-ero)
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190. cT*£t 3TT5iTcT.

191. irhrra amr.
Surface case-marker 

of A is 0 (kero).

0-tvpe : intransitive sentences with inactive 'Subject',

192. mzeft
W M»«K W

193. mt.
194. CTr5 w

195. ^TTf

196. <jersTS$.

Surface case-marker 

of 0 is 0 (Zero ),

0 A - type : transitive sentences with agents.

197. af W7W Simple present

189• 8i EfRcl anf Pres. prog.

!99. q^rSF TO anf Pres.perf.

200. Simple past

201. at STRa 3Tlf Past.prog.

202. rJR tpR; efR3 Past.perf.

203. ^1 Simple future

204. 3j to Future prog.
— — Ve

205. 73TR CFc^ STR3 Future perf.
— — — —W

Case-marker

A 0

0
0
*
=T

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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In these sentences (0 A - type ) the affix _is used

only in - Simple past, all perfect** tenses . Every where
«s ^else j_s unmarked. Instead of ^ if we have first

person - jsft and second person _j* , as

the agent, they also are unmarked in all the sentences

But as _is typically the surface case marker of Agent

in Marathi, we could consider that it gets dropped. The 

process by which this results is not clear. This needs to 

be researched into. . It seems that in Marathi,
intransitive sentences with active 'Subject' ( A ) and 

transitive sentences with inactive 'Subj-ct' ( 0 ) the 

cases, respectively, A and 0 are unmarked, and in 
' transitive sentences with agents' (A 0 ), the 0 is 
unmarked and A alone ' takes ' the case marker ^ .

If this is true, Marathi may be said to belong to the 

following type, which gives one form to the A of transitive 

sentences and another to the remainine cases.
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